Seeking treasure together
Fill in the blanks:

1.
What is the requirement for the burnt/ascending offering?
Circle the correct choices
male

female

livestock

perfect

wild animals

hawk turtledove

imperfect

herd
bull

flock
cow

blemished

unblemished

free roaming eagle pigeon

ram ewe

buck doe

(Ch. 1)

2.
“It is a burnt/ascending offering, an
offering made by ______________, a
____________ fragrance to Yahweh.”
(1:13)

3.
What is the requirement for a grain
offering? Circle the correct choices
fine flour blended flour
frankincense
leavened

myrrh

oil

unleavened honey

water
salt

(Ch. 2)
4.
In what ways can you prepare a cooked
grain offering? Write down the answers
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
(2:4, 5, 7)

5.
And the priest shall take from the grain
offering a ___________________ portion,
and ______________ it on the altar, an
offering made by _________________, a
______________ fragrance to Yahweh.
(2:9)
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Seeking treasure together
Fill in the blanks:
6.
Are Aharon and his sons allowed to eat
of the grain offering?
7.

Y / N

And season with _____________ every offering

(2:10)

of your ______________ offering, and DO
NOT allow the ________ of the
_______________ of your Elohim to be lacking
from your grain offering. With ________ your
offerings you __________ salt.
(2:13)

8.
What is the requirement for the sacrifice of peace offerings?
Circle the correct choices
male

female

livestock

perfect

wild animals

imperfect

herd

hawk turtledove

bull

flock
cow

blemished

unblemished

free roaming eagle pigeon

ram ewe

buck doe

(Ch. 3)

9.
All the fat belongs to Yahweh
T / F
(3:16)

10.
“An _______________________ law
throughout your ____________________ in all
your dwellings: you DO NOT eat any
_____________ or any _______________.”
(3:17)
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